
Report of: 

BRECKLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL 

Executive Member for Growth 

To: Local Plan Working Group 28.07.2015 

Author: Iain Withington, Planning Policy Team Leader 

Subject: Local Plan progress 

Purpose: The purpose of this report is to update Members to enable discussion on the 
wider Local Plan Vision and the setting of the Strategic Options that the Plan will 
seek to address.   

Recommendation(s):  

1) That Members consider the contents of this report and provide views on the proposed
approach.

1.0 BACKGROUND 

Introduction 

1.1 The purpose of this report is to update Members on progress with the Local Plan and to 
present how previous discussions and the consultation responses are informing the Vision 
and Strategic Objectives, which the emerging plan will seek to address.  

1.2 Following the Issues and Options consultation on the emerging Local Plan Issues and 
Options between November 2014 and January 2015, a number of reports and areas have 
been discussed at Local Plan Working Group (LPWG). Informed debate has been had 
around the consultation responses, the emerging evidence, sustainable development in 
Breckland, the approach to setting a housing target, site assessment methodology, 
settlement hierarchy and a steer has been given on the direction the spatial strategy should 
take. Further discussions have taken place around the wider issues that Breckland faces 
and how the Local Plan should develop in order to address these.  These discussions have 
helped inform along with the consultation responses and national planning framework the 
direction that the emerging plan is now taking.    

1.3 As such, the emerging building blocks of the Local Plan are: 

a. Identifying the settlement hierarchy of the district
b. Sets out the vision, spatial objectives and future role, function of each of the tiers in

the settlement hierarchy
c. Identifies the level of housing and employment development across the settlement

hierarchy
d. Sets out the strategic polices for the district.

1.4 We are now at the stage where there is an opportunity to inform the development with a 
high level vision that encompasses all the elements that should now act as key drivers for 
the growth and continued success of the district. This Vision is the long-term spatial vision 
that will create the framework for the development of policies and proposals to be included 
in the Local Plan. This vision will encompass local distinctiveness with a focus upon 
delivery in line with the context of positive growth that is outlined in the 2012 National 
Planning Policy Framework, (NPPF). The NPPF highlights that sustainable development is 



about making economic, environmental and social progress for this and future generations. 
It gives expression to other strategies and programmes, including economic development, 
education, housing, health, environmental protection and culture.  

 
1.5 The emerging Vision presented below has been derived from the challenges, issues, 

opportunities and aspirations expressed by neighbourhoods, business and local 
organisations and builds on the responses received through the stakeholder consultations 
and the LPWG discussion. It is also important that it reflects the supporting priorities 
established in Breckland Council’s 2015 Corporate Plan, which has recently been 
published.  

 
1.6 The following keys points have been summarised from the consultation responses: 
 

 The Local Plan should recognise and reflect the dispersed and rural nature of the district 
and its vibrant communities; 

 There was need to reflect the wider economic objectives, more balanced economic and 
residential growth and updated economic aims rather just continued emphasis on 
specific settlements on the A11 Corridor. Economic growth should be spread across 
appropriate rural areas as well as directed to the market towns. A priority should be to 
support flexibly appropriate growth in rural areas to support services; 

 Through Neighbourhood Planning, local distinctiveness can be added to the planning 
process; 

 There should be greater emphasis on the environment and historic protection 
 There was a requirement for appropriate infrastructure provision; 
 There should be greater emphasis on enhancing and protecting existing infrastructure 

rather than a focus just on new infrastructure for new developments; 
 The delivery of health care and wellbeing should be reflected; 

 
 
1.7 The Council’s 2015 Corporate Plan sets a number of commitments around the following 

priorities: 
 

 Supporting Breckland to develop and thrive; 
 Providing the right services, at the right time and in the right way; 
 Developing the local economy to be vibrant with continued growth; 
 Enabling stronger, more independent communities; 

 
1.8 The Strategic Vision for Breckland aims to articulate, in a spatial planning context where the 

Council wishes to be by the end of the plan period. 
 
1.9 The emerging STRATEGIC VISION  
 

By 2036 Breckland’s settlements and its wider rural area will have developed in a 
sustainable manner, building on its achievements and strengths to deliver an improved 
quality of life for its next generation of residents, an improved experience for its visitors 
and will be better placed to attract investment and jobs into the district. Breckland’s 
communities will be more sustainable, prosperous, safe, healthy and vibrant. The 
economy will be diversified and well connected, with a growing number of skilled 
workforce and population.  
 
New development will be directed to locations that are co-ordinated with transport 
provision, have good access to support existing services, community facilities and open 
space. A more balanced approach in housing development between rural and urban 
areas will have taken place outside the strategic growth locations of Attleborough and 
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Thetford allowing for improved housing land supply from rural areas to help in facilitating 
planned growth and the infrastructure required to support development so that 
communities can grow in a sustainable and cohesive manner.  
 
Employment will not only be located to take advantage of the improved transport links 
offered by the A11 and A47 corridors and partnership work with adjacent local authorities 
but be directed to the most sustainable locations where they assist in providing the right 
balance between the local rural economy and that of the wider district and that of Greater 
Norwich. Local distinctness will be reflected through positive approaches towards the 
rural economy where appropriate development will be helping to sustain local services 
and identities, allowing them to grow and assist in helping rural communities adapt and 
thrive.   
 
Services and facilities will be supported and prized in rural village. A sense of local 
community and belonging will be maintained and reinforced, with decisions made at 
community level reflected in development proposals through the consideration of 
Neighbourhood Planning. 
 
Breckland will continue to prize the natural and built assets which make the district 
unique, and will protect them not only for their own sake, but also as a means of 
attracting investment and visitors to the area. Breckland’s towns and villages will have 
retained the characteristics that provide their character.  
 
Through working with stakeholders and partners strong working relationships will be 
delivering improved health care and wellbeing to meet the needs of the communities. 

 
Strategic Objectives  
 
1.10 In order to implement and deliver the Local Plan’s Vision, the following set of Strategic 

Objectives has been identified. These provide more specific direction to the spatial strategy 
and core polices that are developed in the following sections. 

 
1.11 The 16 strategic objectives for the implementation of this Local Plan require all new 

development to: 
 
Development in the Right Place 
 

1. Contribute to sustainable development through the reflection of the vision and aspirations 
of the local communities for Breckland; 

2. Assist in the creation and maintenance of inclusive, environmentally sustainable 
communities making the best and most efficient use of already developed land, buildings 
and natural resources; 

3. Make sure the majority development is focussed into areas where services are available, 
and where facilities can be supported; 

 
Meeting the Housing Need 

 
4. Deliver housing that meets the needs of the community and local economy through the 

concentration of development in the Strategic Urban Extensions of Attleborough and 
Thetford and where services and facilities can be supported within or adjacent to the 
market towns of  Dereham, Swaffham and Watton and the local service centres, whilst 
giving recognition to the need for development in rural areas to support rural 
communities and services; 

5. Support the development and maintenance of a balanced housing market and a variety 
of decent, affordable housing which meets the needs of all local people  and supports 
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economic and community development; 
6. To encourage high quality, sustainable and safe design for places and spaces, in both 

the private and public realm, and which respects the character and local distinctiveness 
of Breckland’s communities; 

 
A Strong Economy  
 

7. Promote and support economic growth in sustainable and accessible locations in a 
flexible manor, diversifying the urban and rural economic base of the district to enable a 
prosperous mix where investment is encouraged, skills are developed and retained and 
new and existing business are supported; 

8. Enable the full potential of the A11 gateway and A47 corridor to contribute to economic 
growth of the district through investment, partnership work with neighbouring authorities 
and inward investment; 

9. Develop the local economy and meet local employment needs by providing a sufficient 
number and variety of employment locations and opportunities, at the same time 
ensuring the specific qualities of the local environment are not damaged; 

10. Promote the vitality and viability of town centres, including the night time economy and 
support the retention of existing rural services; 

11. Provide for improved broadband connections, especially in rural areas; 
 
A Rich Environment  
 

12. Contribute to the positive management of change in the historic environment, protecting, 
enhancing and maintaining the unique qualities and character of Breckland, the wider 
landscape and setting, and its designated and undesignated heritage assets for the 
future; 

13. Promote a safe and healthy environment, and high quality design minimising the impacts 
of development and ensuring quality of life and sense of place;  

 
Thriving Communities 
 

14. To improve the health and well-being of our communities by reducing health inequalities, 
promoting healthy living and supporting locally accessible, high quality health care;  

15. To protect and enhance community facilities and services and maximise accessibility to 
them; 

16. To encourage and facilitate a sense of community and belonging, and make sure 
decisions are made at community level as far as possible (through implementation of this 
plan and through Neighbourhood Planning). 

 
 

1.12 To accompany the setting of the Vision and the Spatial Objectives the Spatial Portrait has 
been updated with the aim of reflecting the issues and challenges that the district faces. 
This and the emerging early chapters of the Local Plan are included in Appendix 1.  

Neighbourhood Planning   

1.13 Feedback from the Issues and Options consultation was specific that the Local Plan 
needed to reflect local distinctness and especially recognise Neighbourhood Planning. At 
the time there were few communities in the district that were undertaking this route, 
however as interest and knowledge grows a number of communities have come forward 
with area designations and are starting to make progress in the areas they wish to focus 
on. In particular Attleborough and Mattishall Neighbourhood Planning groups have 
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indicated that they wish to allocate employment sites and residential sites respectively. 
 
 
1.14 To be up to date Neighbourhood Plans need to align with the adopted strategic polices of 

the district. Breckland is in a unique situation of replacing these polices so it is in the best 
interests of the communities and the Council to seek ways in which to inform the emerging 
neighbourhood plans and ways to align  emerging polices. 

 
1.15 It remains the duty of the Local Plan to stipulate the quantum of development, however in 

order to assist the local communities in their aims there is a window of opportunity now and 
the approach that seems most suitable is for these groups that are sufficiently advanced is 
to adopt the Council’s emerging evidence and approach to site selection. The approach put 
forward is one of the Council carrying out the assessments using the devised methodology 
and sustainability appraisal and then enabling communities to use the Council’s framework 
to select and justify the preferred options in line with the housing target and the 
Neighbourhood Plan strategy. Any assessment of new sites or known alternatives 
after this stage will then be undertaken by the group using the framework.  

 
1.16 This suggested approach should ensure consistency in approach and support the 

groups in a proactive way. In return, the requirement is for the neighbourhood plan 
groups to support the Local Plan production through the signing of a Memorandum 
of Agreement to reflect this approach and ensure there are no opportunities for 
“gaps” to materialise between the respective documents. 

 
2.0 OPTIONS 
 
2.1 No options are presented for a decision. However, it is advised that Members note the 

content of this report and through discussion agree to use to support the preparation of the 
emerging Local Plan. 

 
3.0 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S) 
 
3.1 The setting of the Vision and Strategic Options are an important part of the Local plan 

making process and is an important consideration in making timely progress with the Local 
Plan. It is the intention that the discussion at the Local Plan Working Group will feed into 
the Local Plan process so that the preferred options at the next stage are better informed.  

 
4.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS 
 
4.1 The NPPF requires Local Authorities to prepare Local Plans and to be kept up to date. The 

emerging Local plan will replace the existing suit of development plan documents that form 
the adopted polices. 

  
4.2 This Local Plan Working Group meeting will enable members to fully engage in the process 

of generating the preferred options.  
 
5.0 IMPLICATIONS 
 
5.1 Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues 
 
5.1.1 It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications. 
 
5.2 Constitution & Legal 
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5.2.1 There are no direct legal risks resulting from the contents of this report; however, Local 
Planning documents need to be prepared in accordance with relevant Local Planning 
Regulations and Acts of Parliament, having regard to relevant considerations and case-law. 

 
5.3 Contracts 
 
5.3.1 It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications. 
 
5.4 Corporate Priorities 
 

 This Local Plan aligns with the corporate priorty: Supporting Breckland to develop and 
thrive; Providing the right services, at the right time and the right way; Developing the local 
economy to be vibrant with continued growth and Enabling stronger, more independent 
communities. 

 
5.5 Crime and Disorder  
 
5.5.1 It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications. 
 
5.6 Equality and Diversity / Human Rights 
 
5.6.1 It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications. 
 
5.7 Financial  
 
5.7.1 It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications. 
 
5.8 Health & Wellbeing 
 
5.8.1 It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications. 
 
5.9 Risk Management  
 
5.9.1 There are a number of potential risks to the delivery of the preferred options document for 

the Local Plan. The key risks are delays in the delivery of the evidence base that informs 
and supports the decisions taken and changes in national policy. 

 
5.9.2 There are potential risks to changes in national policy and revisions to National Planning 

Policy Guidance that the plan must seek to align to. 
 
5.10 Staffing 
 
5.10.1 It is the opinion of the Report Author that there are no implications. 
  
5.11 Stakeholders / Consultation / Timescales 
 
5.11.1 The first consultation on the issues and options Local Plan took place during November 

2014 and January 2015.  Representations from various key stake holders were received 
during the consultation. It is expected that the next key stage – preferred options 
consultation will take place towards the end of 2015.  

 
 
6.0 WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED 
 
6.1 All wards in Breckland will be affected by the Local Plan. 
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7.0 ACRONYMS  
 
7.1 Acronyms include:. 
 

a. NPPF: National Planning Policy Framework 
b. PPG: national Planning Practice Guidance  
c. LSC: Local Service Centres  
d. LPWG: Local Plan Working Group  

 

Background papers:- See The Committee Report Guide 

 
Lead Contact Officer 
Name and Post:  Iain Withington Planning Policy Team Leader  
Telephone Number: (01362) 656205 
Email: Iain.Withington@capita.co.uk 
 
Director / Officer who will be attending the Meeting 
Name and Post:  Iain Withington – Planning Policy Team Leader  

  
 
Key Decision:   No  
 
Exempt Decision: No 
 
This report refers to a Mandatory Service  
 
Appendices attached to this report:  
Appendix 1 : Spatial Portrait.   
 


